A method for optimizing rail profiles to improve vehicle running stability in switch panel of high-speed railway turnouts is proposed in this paper. The stock rail profiles are optimized to decrease the rolling radii difference (RRD). Such characteristics are defined through given rail profiles, and the target rolling radii difference is defined as a function of lateral displacements of wheel set. The improved sequential quadratic programming (SQP) method is used to generate a sequence of improving profiles leading to the optimum one. The wheel-rail contact geometry and train-turnout dynamic interaction of the optimized profiles and those of nominal profiles are calculated for comparison. Without lateral displacement of wheel set, the maximum RRD in relation to a nominal profile will be kept within 0.5 mm–1 mm, while that in relation to an optimized profile will be kept within 0.3 mm–0.5 mm. For the facing and trailing move of vehicle passing the switch panel in the through route, the lateral wheel-rail contact force is decreased by 34.0% and 29.9%, respectively, the lateral acceleration of car body is decreased by 41.9% and 40.7%, respectively, and the optimized profile will not greatly influence the vertical wheel-rail contact force. The proposed method works efficiently and the results prove to be quite reasonable.

1. Introduction

Railway turnouts are essential components in railway applications as they can provide flexibility for traffic operations, enabling vehicles to change among the tracks. They are made up of a switch panel, a crossing panel, and a closure panel [1]. To realise wheel transfer from a stock rail to a switch rail, switch rail profiles are designed with variation along the switch panel and combined with the stock rail. The variation in rail profiles changes boundary conditions of wheel-rail contact, resulting in a contact patch that is no longer elliptical. In railway turnouts, the combination of a switch rail and a stock rail to bear wheel loads together makes multipoint contact more common. Situations of nominal wheel-rail contact are disturbed when a vehicle passes through a turnout, potentially resulting in severe impact loads. Material loss, rolling contact fatigue, and accumulated plastic deformations are common damage mechanisms that further disturb nominal contact conditions [2]. Due to this phenomenon, railway turnouts account for the largest contribution of reported faults and require more maintenance than other components of railway networks.

The design of rail and wheel profiles is a fundamental problem, and various approaches were developed to obtain a satisfactory combination of wheel and rail. Typically, a rail or wheel profile was designed using the trial-and-error approach, but during the last few decades, a number of efforts have been made using numerical methods in the design process. The main idea in optimizing rail and wheel profiles of ordinary tracks is based on wheel-rail contact characteristics such as rolling radii difference (RRD) of wheel set. Shevtsov et al. [3] established models to design an optimal wheel profile by minimizing the difference between the target and the actual RRD function, and three approaches for choosing a target RRD function were suggested; they also used the same method to design a wheel profile by considering w/r rolling contact fatigue (RCF) and wear; the paper shows that the RRD of wheel set on the straight line should be as low as possible in order to ensure the lateral running stability of the wheel set [4]. Jahed et al. [5] proposed a
computationally efficient optimization algorithm that works with five design variables using a method targeting the RRD function, and they put forward a cubic spline interpolation method to ensure the convexity and monotony of wheel profiles. Markine et al. [6] designed an optimal wheel profile based on geometrical wheel-rail contact characteristics, such as RRD. They chose an optimization method called multipoint approximations based on response surface fitting (MARS) as a numerical technique. Other efforts have been made based on different optimal targets. Polach [7] studied the interrelationship between the nominal contact angle, conformity, and equivalent conicity, and this relationship was considered in the method for wheel profile design. Shen et al. [8] developed a method for generating new wheel profiles using the contact angle function between wheels and rails. Cui et al. [9] used a conventional optimization procedure to obtain wheel profiles that placed the weighted w/r gap as the objective function, and they put forward a new wheel profile design method to reduce the hollow wear by seeking an optimization match of the wheel profiles, the vehicle's suspension systems, and the wear behaviour of wheels in service [10]. Smallwood et al. [11] suggested a method to modify transverse rail profiles in order to reduce contact stress and used theoretical methods to investigate the effect of profile changes on contact stress and conicity. Novales et al. [12] proposed a new general methodology for improving wheel profiles in relation to certain physical phenomena that arise during the running of the vehicle over tracks, and the methodology was based on the genetic algorithm technique. Ignesti et al. [13] presented an innovative wheel profile optimization procedure, specifically designed with the aim of improving the wear and stability of vehicles. Lin et al. [14] proposed a multiobjective optimization model of wheel profile to reduce the wheel wear of electric multiple units. For the curved track, some optimum design methods for asymmetric profiles are often used to reduce the wear of wheel flange and rail side. Choi et al. [15, 16] proposed an optimum design procedure for asymmetric railhead profiles by minimizing the wear and fatigue on curved tracks. Zhai et al. [17] put forward a design methodology of rail asymmetric-grinding profiles based on the principle of a low dynamic interaction of wheel-rail.

The optimal studies of railway turnouts are less than ordinary track because the w/r contact relationship of railway turnouts is more complex. At present, the main optimal idea of railway turnouts focuses on the geometry parameters, such as the height of switch rail, the thickness of nose rail, and the track gauge design of switch panel. Pålsson and Nielsen [18] proposed a methodology for the optimization of a prescribed track gauge variation in the switch panel of a railway turnout, the aim of which is reducing rail profile degradation. Also, Pålsson et al. presented some methods for profile geometry optimization of switch rail and nose rail by using a genetic type optimization algorithm; the purpose of these efforts is to improve the dynamic interactions between wheel and rail and minimize contact pressure and accumulated damage of rails [19, 20]. To improve the dynamic behaviour of turnout crossings, Wan et al. [20] proposed a numerical optimization method to minimize RCF damage and wear in the crossing panel by varying the nose rail shape. Nicklisch et al. [21] represented the geometry of a designed track gauge variation in the switch panel in a parametric way to find the means of improving the switch panel design. Bugarin and García-Díaz-De-Villegas [22] studied the problem of turnout optimization with respect to impact loads occurring during the negotiation of the main line, proposing a gauge widening method in a switch panel. These optimal efforts can improve the dynamic behaviour of railway turnouts to minimize RCF damage and wear.

For the switch panel of railway turnout, the variable cross-section rails will lead to the RRD of wheel set. The RRD of wheel set is not always the same at different positions along the longitudinal direction of the railway line, which can cause further lateral motion of the wheel set, decrease of vehicle running stability, severe dynamic vehicle-turnout interaction, and damage to wheels and rails. In this paper, an optimal method in switch panel of high-speed railway turnouts is present based on the RRD function, and the optimal principle is to minimize the rolling radii difference of wheel set as far as possible. Based on a standard design CN60-1100-1:18 turnout (curve radius 1100 m; turnout angle 1:18), the rail profiles are optimized by this method. The wheel-rail contact geometry and dynamic interaction between vehicle and turnout of the optimized profiles and those of nominal profiles are calculated for comparison.

2. Optimization of Rail Profiles

2.1. Rolling Radii Difference in Switch Panel. For switch panel of railway turnout, the variable cross-section rails will inevitably cause RRD of wheel set. As shown in Figure 1, in the switch panel of railway turnout in the through route, without lateral displacement of wheel set, the wheel-rail contact position changes with the variable cross-section switch rails. The rolling radius of the wheel at both sides is different; therefore, the rolling distances of the wheel at both sides are different at the same time and the wheel set moves under the action of lateral creep force. The lateral motion of wheel set will reduce the vehicle running stability at a high-speed level. In Figure 1, xyz refers to the coordinate system of the centreline; the x-axis and y-axis refer to the longitudinal direction and lateral direction of the railway line, and z-axis refers to the vertical direction.

The varied profiles lead to differences in rolling radius of wheel set. The normal wheel-rail contact situations are disturbed when wheels transfer between two rails in railway turnouts (e.g., the stock rail and switch rail), sometimes resulting in severe impact loads. Dynamic vehicle-turnout interaction between train and turnout is a time variant process and is more complex than plain line due to the lateral translations of wheel set and varied rail profiles, thus having a significant effect on the dynamic interaction between train and turnout, which may influence the vehicle running stability. The rolling radii difference in switch panel can be expressed as follows:

\[ \Delta r = |r_r - r_l|, \] (1)
where \( r_s \) is the rolling radius of the wheel on the side of the switch rail and \( r_i \) is the rolling radius of the wheel on the opposite side of the track.

2.2. Optimization Plan. As shown in Figure 2, the variable cross-section rails lead to RRD of the wheel set between Section A and Section B even without the lateral displacement of wheel set; therefore, this region can be taken as the optimization range. Section A is the point of switch rail and is the starting point of the variable cross-section rails. Section B is the end point of the variable cross-section rails. Within the optimization region, the RRD of wheel set is not always the same at different positions along the longitudinal direction of the railway line but reaches the peak value at Section C; therefore, Section C is selected as the control position on the optimization plan. The rail profiles of Section A and Section B are not optimized, and the rail profile of the straight stock rail at Section C is optimized using the method which described in the subsequent sections. The rail profile between Section A and Section C as well as that between Section C and Section B can be obtained according to the linear interpolation method.

Section C is the position before the wheels transfer from the stock rail to the switch rail when vehicle passes the switch panel with the facing move in the through route; the calculation method of the position is as follows:

1. Calculate the positions of wheel-rail contact points per 0.1 m along the longitudinal direction of the railway line from Section A to Section B. Since the lateral displacement of the wheel set is low when vehicle passes the switch panel in the through route, the situation of wheel flanges clinging to rails is neglected; therefore, the lateral displacement of wheel set is selected from \(-8 \text{ mm}\) to \(8 \text{ mm}\).

2. When all of wheel-rail contact points of a position are located on the stock rail and at the next position all or part of contact points are transferred from the stock rail to the switch rail, then the position can be considered as Section C.

Considering the influence law of variable cross-section rails of the switch panel on RRD of wheel set along the longitudinal direction of the railway line, the rail profile of the straight stock rail at Section C can be selected as the object to be optimized. The rail profile between Section A and Section C as well as that between Section B and Section C can be obtained according to the linear interpolation method. This optimization plan can help to reduce RRDs of wheel sets for different positions of the switch panel as much as possible.

2.3. Optimization Method. The optimization region is located on the railhead of the straight stock rail. For example, in the
To simplify modelling, the abscissa of each moving point are the lateral and vertical coordinates of the moving points. These moving points (track gauge and Point B is a position 15 mm away from the wheel-rail contact, where Point A is the measuring point of the rail profile). The range from A to B relates to the region with possible optimization region of the rail profile is from A to B. Figure 3, the optimized profile design of a straight stock rail (Figure 3), the optimization region of the rail profile is from A to B. The range from A to B relates to the region with possible wheel-rail contact, where Point A is the measuring point of track gauge and Point B is a position 15 mm away from the centreline of the railhead on the right side. The position of these moving points \((h_i, v_i), i = 1, 2, \ldots, n\) can be varied in order to get the optimized profile. Respectively, \(h_i\) and \(v_i\) are the lateral and vertical coordinates of the moving points. To simplify modelling, the abscissa of each moving point \(h_i\) \((i = 1, 2, \ldots, n)\) is selected as a constant, and the vertical coordinates of each moving point \(v_i\) are considered to be varied. Moreover, \(v_i\) is chosen as a variable in the optimization problem. The rail profile can be expressed as \(f (v_i)\).

When the lateral displacement of wheel set is \(y_k\), the positions of wheel-rail contact points at both sides can be obtained based on the principle of the tracing line method [23]. The position of wheel-rail contact point at the right side is \(C_{r,k} (y_k, z_k)\), and the position of wheel-rail contact point at the left side is \(C_{l,k} (y_k, z_k)\). The rolling radii of the wheels can be calculated according to the positions of wheel-rail contact points. The RRD function of wheel set can be defined as

\[
\Delta r_k = |r_{r,k} - r_{l,k}|, \quad \text{where } r_{r,k} \text{ and } r_{l,k} \text{ are the rolling radii of the wheels at both sides.}
\]

The rolling radii of the wheels relate to the positions of wheel-rail contact points which are dependent on the lateral wheel set displacement and wheel-rail profiles, so the RRD function of wheel set can also be defined as

\[
\Delta r_k = \Delta r_k (y_k, v_1, v_2, \ldots, v_n). \quad \text{(3)}
\]

Considering the lateral wheel set displacement range, the average RRD function of wheel set can be defined as

\[
S = \frac{\sum_{k=1}^{m} \Delta r_k (y_k, v_1, v_2, \ldots, v_n)}{m}, \quad \text{where } m \text{ refers to the number of calculations for lateral wheel set displacement, which can be obtained according to the lateral wheel set displacement range and the calculation step length. Since the probability of lateral wheel set displacement varies, the weight coefficient } w \text{ should be adopted for controlling the influence of different lateral displacement of wheel set on function } S. \text{ Supposing that the probability of lateral wheel set displacement meets the law of normal distribution } (\mu, \sigma^2), \text{ then according to [9], the lateral wheel set displacement has the highest probability of being less than } 4 \text{ mm. So in the normal distribution curve of lateral wheel set displacement, the mathematical expectation } \mu \text{ is 0, and the standard deviation } \sigma \text{ is 4. The weight coefficient in relation to different lateral wheel set displacement results can be expressed as}
\]

\[
w = \begin{cases} 0.68, & |y_i| \in [0, 4] \\ 0.27, & |y_i| \in (4, 8] \\ 0.05, & |y_i| \in (8, 12] \end{cases} \quad \text{(5)}
\]

When the weight coefficient is considered, the function \(S\) can be further expressed as

\[
S = \frac{\sum_{k=1}^{m} w_j \Delta r_k (y_k, v_1, v_2, \ldots, v_n)}{m}. \quad \text{(6)}
\]

Since the parameter \(y_k\) is given in the calculation process, the function \(S\) in (6) can be expressed as follows:

\[
S = S (v_1, v_2, \ldots, v_n). \quad \text{(7)}
\]

Equation (7) is used as the objective function to find the optimized profile of the rail.

In the process of finding the optimized profile, it is noted that the rail profile is a convex curve. To ensure the authenticity of the rail profile, a constraint equation is used as follows:

\[
G_i = v_{i+1} - \frac{v_i + v_{i+2}}{2} > 0, \quad i = 1, 2, \ldots, n - 2. \quad \text{(8)}
\]

Considering the initial profile of the rail and the capacity of optimization, the boundaries of variables \(v_i\) are defined as follows:

\[
a_i \leq v_i \leq b_i, \quad i = 1, 2, \ldots, n. \quad \text{(9)}
\]

Equations (8) and (9) are used as the constrained functions to find the optimized profile of the rail.

An algorithm is developed using the improved SQP (sequential quadratic programming) method combined with the Quasi-Newton and BFGS (Broyden-Fletcher-Goldfarb-Shanno) method [24–28]. The optimization problem according to (7)–(9) can be represented as follows:

\[
\begin{align*}
\text{min:} & \quad S = S (v_1, v_2, \ldots, v_n) \\
\text{st:} & \quad G_i > 0; \quad a_i \leq v_i \leq b_i, \quad i = 1, 2, \ldots, n.
\end{align*} \quad \text{(10)}
\]
This paper develops the relevant computer code in order to solve the optimization of rail profiles. Figure 4 shows the flow chart of the optimization algorithm.

2.4. Optimization Results. A case study is based on a standard design CN60-II00-1:18 turnout (curve radius 1100 m, turnout angle 1:18). See Table 1 for the key parameters of switch panel; for other structural parameters, see [29], which will not be repeated here. As shown in Table 1, Section B is 10.962 m from the point of switch rail.

Figure 5 shows the wheel-rail contact points distribution at four consecutive positions along the direction of the railway line. The range of lateral wheel set displacement is from −8 mm to 8 mm, and the wheel tread is LMA. When \( x = 5.4 \) m, all the wheel-rail contact points are located on the stock rail, and when \( x = 5.5 \) m, part of contact points are transferred from the stock rail to the switch rail. According to the calculation method, Section C is 5.4 m from the point of switch rail.

The range of lateral wheel set displacement is from −12 mm to 12 mm, and the calculated step length is adopted as 0.5 mm. In the constraint condition of optimization, the optimized capacity of parameter \( v_i \) is adopted as 0.5 mm. The number of the moving points is 14 [5, 9]. The straight stock rail profile at Section C is optimized according to the method which is described in Section 2.3. For the comparison between the rail profiles obtained before and after the optimization of the straight stock rail side at Section C, see Figure 6. Furthermore, the CPU time taken by the optimization algorithm to solve the case in Figure 6 using a conventional desktop with 3.2 GHz processor is 629.31 s. It should also be noted that the optimization algorithm is coded as a Matlab function.

3. Calculation of Wheel-Rail Contact Geometry

The calculation process for wheel-rail contact geometric parameters was developed based on the principle of the trace line method [23]. The wheel-rail contact geometric parameters with nominal profiles and optimized profiles were first calculated and then the influence of the optimized profile on the wheel-rail contact position and RRD was analysed in this section.

3.1. Contact Distribution of Section C. The wheel-rail contact distribution of Section C with a nominal profile is shown (Figure 7). In the calculation process, the lateral displacement range of the wheel set is from −12 mm to 12 mm and the calculation step is 0.5 mm. The direction is positive when the wheel set moves to the switch rail.

With the nominal profile, Figure 7 indicates that when the lateral displacement of wheel set is 0, the \( y \) coordinate of the wheel-rail contact point on straight stock rail is −752.9. With the lateral displacement of wheel set changes from −4 mm to 4 mm, the \( y \) coordinate of the wheel-rail points on the left wheel is changed from −742.3 to −757.0, and the possible
Wheel-rail contact width on the wheel is 14.7 mm. The wheel-rail contact distribution of Section C with an optimized profile is schematically shown (Figure 8).

With the optimized profile, when the lateral displacement of wheel set is 0, the $y$ coordinate of the wheel-rail contact point on straight stock rail is $-759.1$. With the lateral displacement of wheel set changes from $-4$ mm to 4 mm, the $y$ coordinate of the wheel-rail points on the left wheel is changed from $-754.3$ to $-762.0$, and the possible wheel-rail contact width on the wheel is 7.7 mm. The optimized profile has little influence on the wheel-rail contact point distribution at the switch rail side (right side). The position of wheel-rail contact points at the straight stock rail (left side) moves to the outside of the rail, and the movement value is around 6.2 mm. When the lateral displacement of wheel set is kept within $-4$ mm–4 mm, the possible wheel-rail contact width at the straight stock rail side with optimized profile will be reduced from 14.7 mm to 7.7 mm. The contact point distribution on the wheel is more centralized, which, to a certain extent, is good for improving the running stability of wheel set.

3.2. Contact Point Position on Wheels. As mentioned in Section 2.1, for the switch panel of railway turnout, the change of wheel-rail contact points at the switch rail side will cause

Figure 5: Distribution of wheel-rail contact points at different longitudinal positions. (a) $x = 5.3$ m, (b) $x = 5.4$ m, (c) $x = 5.5$ m, and (d) $x = 5.6$ m.
RRD of wheel set. The more the contact points at both sides of the wheels deviate, the lower the wheel set running stability will become. So in this paper, the influence of optimized profile on the wheel set running stability can be evaluated roughly through calculating the contact point distribution at both sides of the wheels along the longitudinal direction of the railway line without lateral displacement of wheel set. Figure 9 shows the law of changing contact point positions on wheels along the longitudinal direction of the railway line under the comparison between nominal and optimized profile.

The optimized profiles have little influence on the wheel-rail contact points at the switch rail side, while the contact points at the straight stock rail side are closer to the outside of the wheels. For nominal profiles, the maximum distance between the contact points of wheels at both sides is 23.9 mm, while for optimized profiles, the maximum distance is 17.5 mm, decreasing by 26.8%.

3.3. Rolling Radii Difference. As shown in Figure 10, the RRD of wheel set in a contour plot is shown as a function of wheel set distance from the point of the switch rail and lateral displacement of the wheel set. In the calculation process, the lateral displacement range of the wheel set is from −8 mm to 8 mm and the calculation step is 0.5 mm. In addition, the lateral displacement is positive when the wheel set moves to the switch rail.

The figure illustrates that the RRD of wheel set decreases with the optimized profiles. When the lateral displacement of wheel set is changed from −8 mm to 8 mm, for the optimized profiles, the maximum RRD of wheel set can be reduced from
Figure 8: Contact distribution with optimized profile. (a) Stock rail and (b) switch rails. The red solid line represents the possible wheel-rail contact range on wheel with the lateral wheelset displacement from −4 mm to 4 mm.

Figure 9: Distribution of wheel-rail contact points without lateral wheel set displacement. (a) Nominal profile and (b) optimized profile. As the value of the vertical axis increases, the contact point will come closer to the outside of wheels.

3.8 mm to 3.1 mm. Without the lateral displacement of wheel set, the maximum RRD in relation to a nominal profile will be kept within 0.5 mm–1 mm, while that in relation to an optimized profile will be kept within 0.3 mm–0.5 mm.

4. Dynamic Interactions of Vehicle and Turnout

4.1. Calculation Model. The vehicle-turnout dynamic interaction is simulated in the validated commercial software Simpack. The calculation model includes two interactive parts: a three-dimensional multibody model of the Chinese high-speed vehicle CRH2 (Figure 11) and a space-dependent model of the railway turnout with a flexible track foundation (Figure 12), which are connected by a local model of the w/r contact [30].

The calculation model of the vehicle includes modelling of the car body, suspension elements, bogies, and wheelsets. In this paper, a three-dimensional multibody model of the vehicle is implemented. The car body, bogie frames, and the wheelsets are modelled as rigid bodies. The parameter values of the vehicle model are listed below (Table 2). The simulated turnout model is based on a standard design CN60-1100-1:18 (curve radius 1,100 m with a turnout angle 1:18). The varied rail profiles are realised by sampling several cross sections of the switch rail at certain positions along the switch panel. Furthermore, the specific features of the switch panel, such as sudden changes of track curvature due to the absence of transition curves, cant deficiency, and variations in rail cross section, are considered. In the w/r contact model, the Hertz contact theory is applied for calculation of the normal contact force, and the FASTSIM algorithm.
Figure 10: Contour plot of RRD (mm) showing the lateral displacement of the wheel set versus the distance from the point of the switch rail. (a) Nominal profile and (b) optimized profile.

Table 2: Parameter values of vehicle model.

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>Parameters</th>
<th>Value</th>
<th>Unit</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>The mass of car body</td>
<td>42,400</td>
<td>kg</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>The rolling moment of inertia of car body</td>
<td>7.06e5</td>
<td>kg m²</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>The nodding moment of inertia of car body</td>
<td>2.27e6</td>
<td>kg m²</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>The yawning moment of inertia of car body</td>
<td>2.08e6</td>
<td>kg m²</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>The mass of bogie</td>
<td>3,100</td>
<td>kg</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>The rolling moment of inertia of bogie</td>
<td>5,045</td>
<td>kg m²</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>The nodding moment of inertia of bogie</td>
<td>2,806</td>
<td>kg m²</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>The yawning moment of inertia of bogie</td>
<td>2,247</td>
<td>kg m²</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>The mass of wheel set</td>
<td>1,850</td>
<td>kg</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>The rolling moment of inertia of wheel set</td>
<td>717</td>
<td>kg m²</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>The yawning moment of inertia of wheel set</td>
<td>717</td>
<td>kg m²</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Half of longitudinal stiffness of secondary suspension</td>
<td>1.45e5</td>
<td>N/m</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Half of lateral stiffness of secondary suspension</td>
<td>2.05e5</td>
<td>N/m</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Half of vertical stiffness of secondary suspension</td>
<td>1.48e5</td>
<td>N/m</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Half of longitudinal damping of secondary suspension</td>
<td>3.43e5</td>
<td>N·s/m</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Half of lateral damping of secondary suspension</td>
<td>2.45e4</td>
<td>N·s/m</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Half of vertical damping of secondary suspension</td>
<td>3.16e4</td>
<td>N·s/m</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Half of longitudinal stiffness of primary suspension</td>
<td>2.80e7</td>
<td>N/m</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Half of lateral stiffness of primary suspension</td>
<td>2.80e7</td>
<td>N/m</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Half of vertical stiffness of primary suspension</td>
<td>2.80e7</td>
<td>N/m</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Half of lateral damping of primary suspension</td>
<td>1.77e4</td>
<td>N·s/m</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>The vertical distance between mass centre of vehicle body and secondary suspension</td>
<td>1.100</td>
<td>m</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>The vertical distance between secondary suspension and mass centre of bogie</td>
<td>0.100</td>
<td>m</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>The vertical distance between mass centre of bogie and primary suspension</td>
<td>0.270</td>
<td>m</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Half of lateral distance between primary suspensions</td>
<td>0.813</td>
<td>m</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Half of lateral distance between secondary suspensions</td>
<td>0.978</td>
<td>m</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Half of bogie fixed axles distance</td>
<td>1.350</td>
<td>m</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Half of distance between mass centres of car bodies</td>
<td>8.750</td>
<td>m</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Nominal rolling radius of wheel</td>
<td>0.430</td>
<td>m</td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>
is used to solve the tangential contact problem. During the simulation calculation, a vehicle passing the switch panel in the through route with facing and trailing move is simulated, respectively.

4.2. Dynamic Responses with Facing Move. When a vehicle passes the switch panel in the through route with facing move, the effects of the optimized profile on the dynamic interaction between the vehicle and turnout are analysed, and the simulation is carried out at the speed of 350 km/h for the vehicle. The calculation results include the vertical and lateral wheel-rail contact force at the side of the switch rail, the lateral displacement of the wheel set, and the lateral vibration acceleration of car body (the vibration acceleration is calculated at the centre of mass of the car body) (Figure 13).

The optimized profiles have a great influence on the lateral dynamic interaction between the vehicle and turnout. In the switch panel, the maximum lateral contact force is 9.4 kN for the nominal profile and is 6.2 kN for the optimized profile, decreasing by 34.0%. The optimized profile will not greatly influence the vertical wheel-rail contact force. The maximum lateral displacement of wheel set is 4.9 mm for the nominal profile and is 3.1 mm for the optimized profile, decreasing by 36.7%. The hunting motion amplitude of the wheel set in the switch panel is decreased extensively. The amplitude of the lateral acceleration of the car body is decreased by 41.9% (from 0.31 m/s$^2$ to 0.18 m/s$^2$).

4.3. Dynamic Responses with Trailing Move. When a vehicle passes the switch panel in the through route with trailing move, the effects of the optimized profile on the dynamic interaction between the vehicle and turnout are analysed, and the simulation is carried out at the speed of 350 km/h for the vehicle. The content of simulation calculation is the same as that mentioned in Section 4.2. The calculation results are shown in Figure 14.

In the switch panel, the maximum lateral contact force is 7.7 kN for the nominal profile and is 5.4 kN for the optimized profile, decreasing by 29.9%. The optimized profile will not greatly influence the vertical wheel-rail contact force. The maximum lateral displacement of wheel set is 4.8 mm for the nominal profile and is 3.3 mm for the optimized profile, decreasing by 31.3%. The hunting motion amplitude of the wheel set in the switch panel is decreased extensively. The amplitude of the lateral acceleration of the car body is decreased by 40.7% (from 0.27 m/s$^2$ to 0.16 m/s$^2$).

5. Conclusions

In this paper, a method for optimization of rail profiles to improve vehicle stability in switch panel of high-speed railway turnouts is presented, the effects of optimized profile on the w/r contact geometric parameters and dynamic interaction of vehicle and turnout are simulated, and both nominal and optimized profiles are taken as inputs for the simulation. The optimized profile strongly improves the lateral dynamic interaction of vehicle and turnout. The outcome of this paper could provide some theoretical guidance for the grinding of switch rail profiles and modify the dynamic performance of the vehicle, thus increasing ride quality. According to the results, the following can be summarized:

(1) The optimized profile of Section C has little influence on the wheel-rail contact point distribution at the switch rail side. The position of wheel-rail contact points at the straight stock rail moves to the outside of the rail, and the maximum movement value is around 6.2 mm. When the lateral displacement of wheel set is kept within $-4$ mm–$4$ mm, the possible wheel-rail contact width at the straight stock rail side with optimized profile will be reduced from 14.7 mm to 7.7 mm. The contact point distribution on the wheel is more centralized, which is good for improving the running stability of wheel set.

(2) When the lateral displacement of wheel set is changed from $-8$ mm to $8$ mm, for the optimized profiles, the maximum RRD of wheel set can be reduced from 3.8 mm to 3.1 mm. Without the lateral displacement of wheel set, the maximum RRD in relation to a nominal profile will be kept within $0.5$ mm–$1$ mm, while that in relation to an optimized profile will be kept within...
The RRD of wheel set is decreased with the optimized profile.

(3) When a vehicle passes the switch panel in the through route with facing move, the maximum lateral contact force is 9.4 kN for the nominal profile and is 6.2 kN for the optimized profile, decreasing by 34.0%. The optimized profile will not greatly influence the vertical wheel-rail contact force. The maximum lateral displacement of wheel set is 4.9 mm for the nominal profile and is 3.1 mm for the optimized profile, decreasing by 36.7%. The amplitude of the lateral acceleration of the car body is decreased by 41.9% (from 0.31 m/s$^2$ to 0.18 m/s$^2$).

(4) When a vehicle passes the switch panel in the through route with trailing move, the maximum lateral contact force is 7.7 kN for the nominal profile and is 5.4 kN for the optimized profile, decreasing by 29.9%. The optimized profile will not greatly influence the vertical wheel-rail contact force. The maximum lateral displacement of wheel set is 4.8 mm for the nominal profile and is 3.3 mm for the optimized profile, decreasing by 31.3%. The amplitude of the lateral acceleration of the car body is decreased by 40.7% (from 0.27 m/s$^2$ to 0.16 m/s$^2$).

The profile optimization of the railway turnout is a long-term and complicated process, and different objectives should
be chosen under different conditions in the optimal design. For example, the stability of the vehicle is the most important in high-speed railway turnout; therefore, an optimal design method is presented in this paper based on the objective that can decrease the amplitude of hunting motion of the wheel set in the switch panel. In the heavy-haul railway turnout, the wear problem of the wheel and rail is the focus in optimized research. Since the speed of the vehicle when passing the turnout in the through route is much faster than diverging line, therefore the requirement of vehicle running stability in the through route is stricter. The optimization method in this paper is presented to improve vehicle running stability in the through route, the influence of optimized profiles on vehicle running stability in diverging line is not considered, and it will be considered in the future work if necessary.
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